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Make your backyard a farmer's market with Vegetable, Fruit, & Herb Gardening If you want the

freshest fruits, vegetables, and herbs around, why not grow them yourself? Home gardens are a

great way to slash your grocery budget and eat great food throughout the year. Vegetable, Fruit, &

Herb Gardening from Better Homes and Gardens is packed with simple step-by-step guidance on

starting your own easy and affordable kitchen garden. The book includes explanatory diagrams,

photographs and charts, and clear instructions that make planting, feeding, and harvesting your

garden a breeze. This easy-to-follow guide covers it all-from container gardens, to large-scale

garden projects, to a little herb garden on the balcony. Features more than 150 encyclopedia entries

of vegetables, fruits, and herbs with step-by-step instructions on planting, growing, and harvesting

Illustrated with more than 450 beautiful full-color photographs that offer helpful guidance and plenty

of inspiration Includes special sections on storing your harvested foods as well as tips on

composting and helpful seasonality charts Offers garden projects and planting plans with shopping

lists for tools and plants.Whether you want to start a major new edible garden project or just add a

little fresh produce to your pantry, Vegetable, Fruit, & Herb Gardeningis the easy-to-understand,

comprehensive guide you need.
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After I thought I knew what I was getting in to when starting my own vegetable garden, I quickly



realized I was mistaken. After my first year of crops were average, I needed a resource that was

always at my finger tips. If you are like me, this is the book for you. The colorful illustrations followed

by descriptions of variety, lighting needs, spacing, harvesting, and storing are a great step by step

guide. I will be using the book this year when planning and planting my vegetables.

I love gardening. I have always wanted to learn how to meditate and engage in stress fee mind sets

and that has always been difficult for me. Gardening can be so cathartic as I cover my hands in the

dirt and mud and smell the wet dirt and feel the pride at growing your own food. Providingâ€‹ for your

family with your own two hands. Unfortunately, I am relatively new at gardening and I was suffering

from some failures and I wanted to do more, grow more and expand my knowledge as to how to

accomplish this.

This is a very good book to use for reference. There are some great sections that give you an

overview of gardening techniques which are helpful but, to me, the most helpful part is the section in

which specific plants are discussed in more detail. Pick a few vegetables, fruits, or herbs and then

learn specific information about how to grow them successfully. I plan to use this to plan out my

garden this year.

I love this book! Lots of helpful, beautiful pictures and it goes into detail about how to grow the

vegetables and herbs that I want to grow, from seed to harvest. Great section on composting, which

I'm also hoping to learn to do. Highly recommend!

My wife enjoys this book and uses it all the time. I guess it is difficult to go wrong with anything from

Better Homes & Gardens. It is full of tips and suggestions for your vegetable, fruit and herb garden.

Very nice book, loads of info on veggie, fruit and herb gardening.I love this book even bought one

as a gift for a friend who loves herbs but did'nt know how to grow them. I myself grow veggies,

herbs and fruit, so this book is perfect for us both.

It's great to have a reference book like this to read and learn from, and I enjoy the easy way Better

Homes and Gardens has with providing the information you need with beautiful pictures. I'd

recommend it to anyone for their gardening book collection.Excellent condition as described and

fast shipping from seller, even to Alaska. Thank you



I'm a beginning gardener. I checked out several books from the library, including this one, to get

started. This was my favorite so I decided to buy a copy for handy reference. I didn't get a fall

garden started as planned, but am looking forward to spring!
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